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BOGATA Hand Tufted   Dense Plain Viscose   Made in India

Add some hand-made opulence to your home. 
Soft textures and silky sheen to enhance any room.

4000/Cream3333/Blue

4004/Brown



BRAZIL Hand Tufted   Mixture of natural fibres and polyester   Made in India

A great rug that’s versatile and flexible . Constructed with a mix of natural fibres and 
polyester, this light and bright rug will serve you faithfully.

Brazil1 9999 Multi Light Brazil2 9999 Multi Dark



CANDY Hand Loomed   Mixture of Cotton and Chindi   Made in India

This versatile fashionable cotton heavyweight
rug is sure to make an impression in any room.

Candy 4 Yellow TerraCandy 3 Red

Candy 2 Aqua



CYCLO Recycled bike tubes and polypropylene   Made in India

The humble inner tube, pretty inconspicuous product you would think, but with an 
award winning idea and design, it is reborn from the fire of the track and road, to 
become something unique and special. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

8040 Natural Black4004 Grey Black



FLUX Mixture of tufted cotton and polyester   Made in India

Remember your first place ribbon clasped in your hand, the crowning glory of your 
childhood and a monument to all your hard work and perseverance. Now bring all those 
achievements back to life with the new Flux design. Made from recycled ribbon, this will 
be the perfect centrepiece to pull your room together while your awards will pull together 
the people in it.

9999 Multi 4400 Black & White



4444 Black 6666 Green

3636 Teal

FUJI Recycled woollen pullovers   Made in India

Discarded old jumpers? Not a 
problem with this unique very 

different earthy feel rug.

7575 Red



KARMA Polypropylene   Hand Loom Woven   Made in India

8888 Taupe

Perfect for outdoor use, or bringing the outdoors in this 
loom woven rug which has a little bit of the wild in it.

4444 Black



PAPER Recycled Newspaper and Polypropylene   Made in India

Continue reading the daily newspaper! 

Discarded newspapers have been 
collected, cut into strips.

Paper 4044 Grey



PERU Mixture of natural fibre and rubber   Made in India

Simplicity is a good virtue. Simplicity makes you strong. Simplicity brings us all together 
in front of the crackling fire. Simplicity is evoked by means of the simple mix of natural 
fibre and rubber. The materials are turned and sometimes straight, nicely in line and 
sublimely captured in a web of ingenious weaving. Rugs to love.

4059 Yellow 9999 Red



9999 Red Multi

POPCORN Hand loomed 100% multicoloured chindi cotton   Made in India

This one is certain to have 
that special POP that creates a 
unique look in any room.

4499 Blue Multi



ROMAR Hand Tufted Wool and Viscose blend   Made in India

Warm rich colours with charm and soul, this classic design using a blend of wool and 
viscose will bring life to any room all on its own.

Brazil1 9999 Multi Light Brazil2 9999 Multi Dark



SALVADOR Fresh and Multicoloured   Made in India

This evokes the image of India, of women adorned in their traditional saris. It is these 
local village women who mix the production remains of their saris with jute and process 
them into handspun threads, which are then woven by the best hands of the region into 
this carpet. Patience and dedication produces this unique, different, robust look.

9999 Natural Fibre



VINTAGE Recycled denim, cotton and Jute   Made in India

4499 Blue Multi 4499 Blue Multi

1847: the first jeans are created. A sturdy 
pair of pants for gold diggers, pioneers 
and adventurers. John Wayne conquered 
the Wild West wearing them. Then James 
Dean conquered the rest of the world. 
These are rugged pants with a reputation. 
Everyone knows them, we all have 
some at home. We wear them, cherish 
them, allow ourselves to be admired 
in them, wear them out. And then we 
bear them regretfully to their grave, our 
companions. This line, the Vintage Jeans, 
breathes new life into them again. Jute 
and Neon: the next generation jeans now 
graces the floor beneath your feet. No 
more farewell to you, my friend.



YOGA 100% Hand Woven Polypropylene   Made in India

ZIPPER 90% Cotton and 10% Metal   Made in India

Perfect for outdoor 
use, or bringing 
the outdoors in this 
handwoven rug has a 
little bit of the wild in it.

Yoga 4004

4499 Blue Multi

Your faithful denim jeans have enduring 
a beating over the years and finally they 
have succumbed. Their old life now 
finished its now being re-cycled to be 
re-worked without any additional finishes 
into these fantastic looking rugs.



updated: 17/04/18

STOCK DESIGN AND SIZE AVAILABILITY
Stock quantities are as of the catalogue print date. Call us to check availability.

ELEMENTS 100 x 150 140 x 200 155 x 225 160 x 230 200 x 290 240 x 320
Bogata 4004/Brown ✓ ✓
Bogata 3333/Blue ✓ ✓ ✓

Bogata 4000/Cream ✓ ✓ ✓
Brazil1 9999 Multi Light ✓ ✓
Brazil2 9999 Multi Dark ✓ ✓

Candy 2 Aqua ✓
Candy 3 Red ✓

Candy 4 Yellow Terra ✓
Cyclo 4004 Grey Black ✓ ✓ ✓

Cyclo 8040 Natural Black ✓ ✓ ✓
Flux 9999 Multi ✓ ✓

Flux 4400 Black & White ✓
Fuji 7575 Red ✓
Fuji 3636 Teal ✓

Fuji 4444 Black ✓
Fuji 6666 Green ✓

Karma 4444 Black ✓
Karma 8888 Taupe ✓
Paper 4004 Grey ✓
Peru 4059 Yellow ✓ ✓
Peru 9999 Red ✓ ✓

Popcorn 4499 Blue Multi ✓ ✓ ✓
Popcorn 9999 Red Multi ✓ ✓ ✓
Romar 4030 Blue Grey ✓

Romar 4080 Cream Beige ✓ ✓
Salvador 9999 ✓ ✓

Vintage 3336 Blue Multi ✓ ✓ ✓
Vintage 3030 Multi ✓ ✓ ✓

Yoga 4004 ✓
Zipper 3333 Multi ✓


